
MinifluencersMinifluencers
and where to find them
- How to vibe your tribe and build the client list of your dreams -



The Minifluencer TechniqueThe Minifluencer TechniqueThe Minifluencer Technique
is an all-time favourite. What if we

told you that you could turn your free

time in to potential customers for your

business? What if we told you we

could show you how?



For this ExampleFor this Example
we will be approaching The Miniluencer

Technique from the perspective of a hairstylist.

This hairstylist specializes in natural looking,

long-lasting blonde that grows out effortlessly,

with a majority of their existing and target

demographic in professional or service careers,

models and actresses, or entrepreneurs and

creatives - usually in the 25-65 year old

demographic. When you're looking for a

Minifluencer, you're after someone who has a

good following, an aesthetic or some kind of

effort being made to their grid, good

Comments Per Post, and high engagement. 

 You're looking for the person that seems like

they are an influencer among their circle of

friends and their community. Using the

technique to approach a potential new client

that fit's the target demographic for this

example business, we work through the steps of

how to find your first Minifluencer.



MinifluencingThe Do's and Dont's of

Do
look up popular locations; restaurants, the beach, hot-spots
for locals. Also, go through your current followers and see
who follows them and if any of them suit your brand as well.
Begin engagement with liking, following, and commenting on
posts. To create and maintain easy communication when
finding new minifluencers, follow their accounts, go to your
page, click on who you're following at the top, then sort by
recently followed.

Keep a clean portfolio. Always remember that the eyes eat
first, and getting someone to change their initial impression
of something is a lot harder than making a good one in the
first place.

Keep your approach humble. This is about them and what
value you can bring to them as a person, business, client,
etc. Talk about them and their life, are they a parent,
entrepreneur, scientist, lawyer etc. Find their interests and
refer to those, without being over the top about it. 

Find creative ways to approach potential minifluencers. Not
a good writer? Develop a general opening phrase or pitch
that you can approach people with, followed by a voice note.
Adding a personal touch can often make the difference in
someone being interested in your brands offering or not. 

Offer an incentive. Offering an exclusive percentage amount
for a product, or an consecutive percentage off of a series of
visits in either the service or restaurant industry.
Psychologically, after the third visit somewhere, a consumer
becomes a patron of a business or brand and is more likely to
selectt that service provider, product, or brand the next
time the particular need arises. This creates brand loyalty.

Your research. Take the time to do a bit of research of the
profile you've come across. At the other end of that DM
you're sending is a real human, and they need to be treated
as such. The more human and well researched your approach,
the better your odds of conversion are. 



MinifluencingThe Do's and Dont's of

Don't
Give it away to everybody. Be selective in who you offer
your minifluencer program to. You want to be sure that they
have the potential to be a future customer of your brand.
Make sure to build in to your plan what you are offering, but
also what you expect in return (posts, hashtags, stories
etc). You are trying to find people that will recommend your
brand as much as they use it. 

See it as discounting. Sometimes, when we offer
someone an amount off our regular pricing, we tend to go
in to penny counting mode, but offering someone 20% off
of income you were not making before seems like an 80%
profit from our perspective.  

Sell it as discounting. Nor should you refer to it as such.
Make sure to stick to your buzz words like "exclusive
offering"  or "incentive" rather than "discount". When you
cheapen your language, you cheapen your brand. 

Give it away for free. Without some sort of financial value
attached to the product or service, the consumer will
tend to value it less psychologically. Even if the value is
£1, that still triggers something in the human mind that
give it inherent value. 

Ask twice. If someone tells you no, or leaves you on read,
leave it at that. If they take the time to respond to you to
decline, politely thank them for their time, and let them
know that the offer is available to them if they are ever to
change their minds, and then move on. If you come across
this account again, and you go to DM them and you see
you've messaged them before, do not try again. Everyone
has enough to deal with in their lives without brands
attempting to contact them multiple times. 



DO
be ready for a no

DON'T
take it personally. 

It's not the end of the world, sometimes a '"no" is just a "not right now".



Start. Open your Instagram and head to your

Explore page by tapping the        icon.

Step One:

Head over to the "Places" tab, then tap Near Current

Location to see posts around you, or use the search bar

to search popular areas and establishments where your

ideal demographic of client may go.  



Step Two:
Search. Whenever using this technique, we always

recommend using popular locations. Fashionable

stores, popular restaurants or the new "it" bar,

though the venue changes based on the target

demographic. Use locations and places to your

benefit, but make sure that the places you search

make sense to your brand. For this example, I

chose a popular restaurant in Vancouver.



Step Three:
Recents. We all love a good and popular post, but

when you're looking for your latest minifluencer,

don't chase the hype. Posts under the "Top"

section often have a lot of attention, but are usually

by existing influencers or more unachievable

accounts. Head over to "Recent" posts and start

scrolling, take your time to go through accounts

and research the person you are after.  



Step Four:
Target. So, you've found your mark. At first

glance she looks like our target demographic.

She's in the age range, blonde, with a more

natural look to her colour. She eats at the

popular places in the city, styles her hair when

she goes out, and she knows her angles. Time to

do a little more research... 



Step Five:
Research. So, this is the part where you take the

time to discover who someone is online, and from

that you can usually begin to tell if they are your

target demographic or not. From a quick glance

through, I can see she has a creative brand, as well

as a well designed personal website and fashion

blog (right on brand), she's both a creative and an

entrepreneur, and curates her own personal brand.



Step Six:
More research. Going a bit deeper in to her profile we

can see that she cares about the aesthetic of her page,

her hair is a feature in multiple posts on the grid, as

well as she posts photos with friends, which shows us

she has a circle of people in her life, as well as she

features her fashion finds from the posts in her blog .

This is a great mix of personal and personal brand, as

well as someone that gives AF about aesthetic, a

perfect minifluencer for our brand. 



Step Seven:
But, are they engaged? A simple search on google can

find you an engagement calculator for Instagram where

you can see how engaged an account is. This might be

one of the most important steps in the minifluencer

process, both to see how active an account is, but also to

see if their following is authentic or not. Ideally, we are

looking for an engagement rating north of 10% for a day

to day consumer/personal account.



Step Eight:
Search User. The calculator we

always use to find engagment is

at www.Phlanx.com - punch in

the username of the account

you want to look up.



Step Nine:
Get rating.  Now that you have her engagement

rate, as well as a rough idea of her comments

and engagements per post, and her rating is

above 10%, you are ready for the approach.

Remember, stay humble, kind, and focus on

what value you can bring to them, not the other

way around. You are here to ask, not to sell.  


